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Abstract—We address numerical versus experimental design5
and testing of miniature implantable antennas for biomedical6
telemetry in the medical implant communications service band7
(402–405 MHz). A model of a novel miniature antenna is initially8
proposed for skin implantation, which includes varying parame-9
ters to deal with fabrication-specific details. An iterative design-10
and-testing methodology is further suggested to determine the pa-11
rameter values that minimize deviations between numerical and12
experimental results. To assist in vitro testing, a low-cost technique13
is proposed for reliably measuring the electric properties of liquids14
without requiring commercial equipment. Validation is performed15
within a specific prototype fabrication/testing approach for minia-16
ture antennas. To speed up design while providing an antenna for17
generic skin implantation, investigations are performed inside a18
canonical skin-tissue model. Resonance, radiation, and safety per-19
formance of the proposed antenna is finally evaluated inside an20
anatomical head model. This study provides valuable insight into21
the design of implantable antennas, assessing the significance of22
fabrication-specific details in numerical simulations and uncer-23
tainties in experimental testing for miniature structures. The pro-24
posed methodology can be applied to optimize antennas for several25
fabrication/testing approaches and biotelemetry applications.26

Index Terms—Biomedical telemetry, dielectric measurements,27
implantable antenna, in vitro, medical implant communications28
service (MICS) band.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

W IRELESS antenna telemetry for implantable biomedi-31

cal devices is recently receiving considerable attention32

for diagnosis and therapy [1]–[5]. Bidirectional communication33

between the implanted device and exterior monitoring/control34
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equipment is most commonly performed in the medical implant 35

communications service (MICS) band (402–405 MHz), which 36

is regulated by the United States Federal Communications Com- 37

mission [6] and the European Radiocommunications Commit- 38

tee [7]. Patch designs are preferred for implant-integrated an- 39

tennas because of their flexibility in design, conformability, and 40

shape [8]. 41

Design of implantable patch antennas operating in the low- 42

frequency MICS band draws high-scientific interest to deal with 43

miniaturization. The aim is to decrease the antenna physical size, 44

while increasing its electrical size. Rectangular 10 240- and 45

5760-mm3 chest-implantable antennas have been reported [1], 46

which use the high-permittivity (εr = 10.2) Rogers 3210 di- 47

electric and apply a spiral radiator for size reduction. Addition 48

of a shorting pin, thus, conversion to a planar inverted-F an- 49

tenna (PIFA) acts like a ground plane on a monopole, and has 50

been found to shrink the volume of the aforementioned anten- 51

nas by 40% and 60%, respectively [1]. Other MICS implantable 52

antennas applying similar miniaturization techniques include a 53

3457-mm3 PIFA with a serpentine radiator built on MACOR 54

substrate (εr = 6.1) [8], and a 6480-mm3 antenna with a waffle- 55

type radiator built on silicon substrate (εr = 3.1) [9], both in- 56

tended for generic body implantation (2/3 human muscle proper- 57

ties used to represent average body properties). Multilayer struc- 58

tures including vertically stacked radiating patches increase the 59

length of the current flow and further assist in miniaturization. 60

Reported skin-implantable stacked PIFAs occupy miniaturized 61

volumes of 598 [10], 383 [11], 337 [12], and 32.7 mm3 [5], [13]. 62

Biocompatibility issues entail the use of a superstrate for all 63

structures, while gain degradation with size reduction must also 64

be considered. 65

Numerical models of implantable patch antennas proposed in 66

the literature are generally simplified; zero-thickness perfectly 67

conducting sheet model for the radiating and ground planes, 68

glue used to bond the layers together is not taken into account, 69

while ideal models of 50-Ω coaxial cables are used to feed the 70

structures. Most studies report reflection coefficient measure- 71

ments (e.g., [1], [2], [8]–[11]) without assessing the effect of 72

fabrication/testing details on the resonance of the simplified an- 73

tenna or discussing design refinements required to restore the 74

desired performance. Only influence of the feeding network has 75

been discussed for patch implantable antennas [14]; however, no 76

design modifications were suggested to overcome its effects in 77

antenna resonance. Preliminary investigations on metallization, 78

gluing, and feeding considerations in numerical design have 79

recently been reported for 3-D cylindrical antennas [15]. As 80

the antenna dimensions shrink, the effect of fabrication issues 81

becomes even more critical. 82
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In this paper, the first challenge lies in proposing a novel83

design-and-testing methodology that optimizes the design of84

simplified implantable antennas to suit-specific prototype fabri-85

cation approaches. Antenna design is optimized based on quasi-86

Newton optimization [16] to address metallization, gluing, and87

feeding considerations, while sensitivity tests are performed to88

determine the maximum allowable deviations between numeri-89

cal and experimental results. A low-cost technique is further sug-90

gested for reliably measuring the electric properties of (tissue-91

simulating) liquids without the use of commercial equipment.92

The second challenge lies in dealing with prototype fabri-93

cation of miniature antennas for which tolerance to fabrication94

issues (e.g., soldering bumps, uncertainties in glue thickness and95

permittivity, etc.) is considered to be highly critical. A paramet-96

ric model of a novel miniature antenna is proposed for skin im-97

plantation, and the design-and-testing methodology is applied to98

optimally adjust it within a specific fabrication/testing approach,99

for validation purposes. To speed up design while providing an100

antenna model for generic skin implantation (e.g., inside the101

head, arm, and trunk for intracranial pressure, blood pressure,102

and glucose monitoring, respectively [17]), investigations are103

performed inside a canonical skin-tissue model. Antenna per-104

formance is finally evaluated inside an anatomical head model105

(e.g., pressure monitoring, brain wave sensing, stroke rehabili-106

tation, etc.).107

An attempt is, thus, made to gain valuable insight into pro-108

totype fabrication and testing considerations that need to be109

considered within simulations for miniature implantable patch110

antennas. Although skin implantation in the MICS band is em-111

phasized, the proposed methodology can easily be applied to112

optimize antennas for several other implantation scenarios and113

operation frequencies [18], [19]. This paper is organized as fol-114

lows. Section II describes the proposed methods and models.115

Validation is performed in Section III. Numerical results inside116

an anatomical head model are presented in Section IV. This117

paper concludes in Section V.118

II. MODELS AND METHODS119

A. Tissue Models and Numerical Methods120

To speed up simulations while providing a generic skin-121

implantable antenna, design, and testing are performed inside122

a canonical skin-tissue model [see Fig. 1(a)] [5], [17]. The di-123

mensions are those of a typical semifilled plastic drinking glass,124

while the antenna is considered to be immersed by 2 cm. An-125

tenna resonance has been found to be almost insensitive to the126

shape of the tissue model, as long as it is surrounded by skin-127

tissue. Finite element (FE) simulations are carried out using128

the commercial software Ansoft HFSS [20]. The FE solver per-129

forms iterative tetrahedron-meshing refinement automatically130

with the mesh being perturbed by 30% between each pass. The131

mesh refinement procedure stops when the maximum change132

in the reflection coefficient magnitude (|S11 |) between two con-133

secutive passes is less than 0.02 or when the number of passes134

exceeds 10.135

Performance of the antenna is further examined inside a 13-136

tissue (see Table I) anatomical head model [see Fig. 1(b)] [5].137

Fig. 1. Tissue models: (a) typical semi-filled plastic drinking glass and
(b) 13-tissue anatomical human head.

TABLE I
TISSUE ELECTRIC PROPERTIES AT 402 MHZ AND MASS DENSITIES

The antenna is implanted 3.6 mm under the skin, with its ground 138

plane being placed in parallel with the horizontal plane of the 139

head model. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations 140

are carried out in Remcom XFDTD [21], which enables efficient 141

modeling of anatomical body parts. The antenna and anatomi- 142

cal head are modeled in 0.1- and 3.66-mm3 cells. Cells of 5 mm 143

in edge Δx model free space so as to meet the FDTD spatial 144

step constraint (Δx < λmin /10), where λmin indicates the wave- 145

length of the highest frequency of interest) for the simulation 146

set up under consideration. This sets the maximum simulation 147

frequency fmax to 6 GHz (fmax < c/(10Δx), where c is the speed 148

of light, and the time step Δt to 9.622 ps (Δt = Δx/c
√

3), as 149

referenced to free space. Meshing is adaptive to avoid abrupt 150

transitions. A sinusoidal and a Gaussian source (pulse width of 151

32 time steps) are used in the single-frequency and broadband 152

simulations. Calculations continue up to a 30-dB convergence. 153

Absorbing boundaries are set λ0 /4 (λ0 is the free-space wave- 154

length, f0 = 402 MHz) away from all simulation setups in order 155

to extend radiation infinitely far, while guaranteeing stability of 156

the numerical calculations [20], [21]. Tissue electric properties 157

at 402 MHz are considered (see Table I [22]), and approximated 158

as constant inside the 300–500-MHz frequency range [5]. Tissue 159

mass densities are also provided in Table I. 160

B. Parametric Antenna Model 161

A parametric model of a miniature stacked PIFA is proposed 162

for skin implantation, as shown in Fig. 2. 163

Corresponding dimensions are indicated in Table II for a sim- 164

plified antenna (simplified), an optimized antenna considering 165
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Fig. 2. Proposed parametric antenna model: (a) ground plane, (b) lower patch,
(c) upper patch, and (d) side view.

TABLE II
VARIABLE VALUES OF THE PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED AND FABRICATION-SPECIFIC

ANTENNAS (IN mm)

specific fabrication issues (fabrication specific), and a fine-tuned166

version of the simplified antenna inside the anatomical head167

model of Fig. 1(b) (head-tuned). Circular shape is chosen to168

avoid sharp edges, while the origin of the coordinate system is169

considered to be located at the center of the PIFA ground plane.170

The model consists of a 6-mm radius ground plane and two171

Rp -radius vertically stacked, meandered patches. Copper sheets172

with a thickness of hm are considered for the ground, lower, and173

upper patches. Both patches are fed by an L-length, 50-Ω coaxial174

cable (F: x = 0 mm, y = 4 mm), and radiate. Each one is printed175

on a 0.635-mm substrate (lower/upper), while a 0.635-mm su-176

perstrate covers the structure to preserve its biocompatibility and177

robustness. Rogers RO 3210 (εr = 10.2, tanδ = 0.003), which178

has long been used in implantable antennas [1], [2], [10]–[12]179

is chosen as the dielectric material. Glue layers (εr = εrg ) with180

a thickness of hg bond the dielectric layers together. Meanders181

are equidistant by 1 mm, and their lengths are denoted by the182

x coordinate xij , where the subscripts {ij: i = A–F, and j =183

L, U} identify the meander in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Their width is184

designed to be small (0.4 mm) so as to maximize the area of the185

patch for radiation. A 0.3-mm radius shorting pin (S: x = 1 mm,186

TABLE III
EFFECT OF METALLIZATION, GLUING, AND FEEDING ON THE RESONANCE

OF THE PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED ANTENNA

y = –4 mm) connects the ground plane with the lower patch for 187

further miniaturization. 188

The simplified version of the parametric antenna model ex- 189

hibits zero thickness, perfect electric ground- and patch-planes, 190

ignores the presence of glue, and is fed by a simplified L = 1 mm, 191

50-Ω coaxial cable (inner and outer conductors modeled as a 192

perfect conductor cylinder and a zero-thickness perfect conduct- 193

ing sheet, respectively). Variable values shown in Table II under 194

“simplified” are found to achieve a reflection coefficient magni- 195

tude (|S11 |) of better than –25 dB in the MICS band. The effects 196

of metallization hm , gluing (εrg , hg ,) and feeding (coax type, L) 197

are shown in Table III. Resonance characteristics are recorded, 198

i.e., the exhibited resonance frequency fr es and |S11@fres |. Glu- 199

ing is found to be the most critical factor; low-permittivity glue 200

layers isolate the high-permittivity substrate layers, thus de- 201

creasing the effective dielectric constant and electrical length of 202

the antenna, while increasing its resonance frequency. 203

In a realistic prototype fabrication scenario, the metallization 204

hm , gluing (εrg , hg ,), and feeding (coax type, L) variables are set 205

by the fabrication approach under consideration. Tuning the Rp 206

and xij variables alters the effective dimensions of the antenna 207

and helps achieve the desired resonance characteristics [23]. 208

C. Design-and-Testing Methodology 209

An iterative design-and-testing methodology is proposed for 210

implantable antennas, as summarized in Fig. 3. The basic idea 211

is to optimize numerical antenna design for a specific prototype 212

fabrication procedure and in vitro testing setup. 213

The simplified version of the parametric antenna model is 214

initially optimized to address fabrication limitations and obtain 215

the fabrication-specific antenna. Metallization (hm ), gluing (εrg , 216

hg ), and feeding (coax type, L) variables are set to the values 217

specified by the fabrication approach under consideration. The 218

rest of the variables (Rp , xij ) are considered as dimensions in 219

the solution space and are optimized based on quasi-Newton 220

optimization [16]. These are initialized to the values of the 221

simplified antenna and vary within the range [5 mm, 5.9 mm] 222

(Rp ) and [–(Rp – 0.3 mm), (Rp – 0.3 mm)] (xij ). The minimum 223

and maximum step values are set to 0.1 and 0.4 mm, respectively. 224

The cost function is defined as the magnitude of the reflection 225
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Fig. 3. Proposed design-and-testing methodology for implantable antennas.

coefficient at the desired resonance frequency of 402 MHz226

cost = |S11@402 MHz |. (1)

Since the goal is to improve antenna resonance around 402 MHz,227

without aimlessly delaying design, the optimization process ter-228

minates when (1) is minimized, or when the number of iterations229

exceeds 300.230

Numerical sensitivity tests are subsequently performed in or-231

der to assess that may be introduced within the in vitro testing232

of the fabrication-specific antenna. The effect of minor modi-233

fications in the most sensitive antenna design and testing pa-234

rameters is examined, as imposed by the fabrication approach235

and measurement setup under consideration. Once the proto-236

type antenna is fabricated and tested, sensitivity tests determine237

the maximum allowable deviation between numerical and ex-238

perimental results, and the potential need for further refinement239

in numerical antenna design. Deviations within the acceptable240

limits mean that the final prototype antenna has been obtained.241

D. Measurement of the Electric Properties of Liquids242

In vitro testing of implantable antennas inside tissue-243

simulating liquids requires experimental measurement of the244

exhibited electric properties (εr , σ) to ensure conformance245

with the numerical values [22]. There exist commercial com-246

plex permittivity measurement systems (e.g., Agilent Technolo-247

gies 85071E); however, alternative approaches are solicited for248

laboratories that are not equipped with such systems. A novel249

low-cost and reliable complex permittivity measurement tech-250

nique is hereafter described and evaluated. To enhance confi-251

dence in measurements, the technique is both reflection- and252

Fig. 4. (a) Coaxial container for complex permittivity measurement of liquid
materials and (b) numerical model.

transmission-based rather than solely reflection-based, as is the 253

usually reported case (e.g., [24] and [25]). 254

The measurement setup consists of a parallelepiped container 255

intercepted by the inner conductor of a coaxial cable, as shown 256

in Fig. 4(a). The arrangement corresponds to a coaxial con- 257

tainer that can be filled with any liquid dielectric material. Its 258

dimensions (exterior container of 52 mm × 32 mm × 32.2 mm, 259

interior cavity of 40 mm × 20 mm × 20 mm) have been chosen 260

so as to place a resonance mode around the desired measuring 261

bandwidth of 300–500 MHz when filled with a high-permittivity 262

liquid. After closing the container lid, the structure represents 263

a transition between coaxial guides with a step characteristic 264

impedance discontinuity. The transfer function between the two 265

coaxial connectors outside the container depends upon the com- 266

plex permittivity of the container’s filling liquid. This can be 267

de-embedded by comparing the measured scattering-matrix (S- 268

matrix) with FE simulation results for the same structure. The 269

simulation model is shown in Fig. 4(b), and is fine-tuned through 270

experimental measurements for the empty (closed) container. In 271

the case of nonhomogeneous mixtures, the present approach 272

provides inherently an average permittivity value. The liquid is 273

assumed to fill the inner volume of the container completely. 274

To validate the proposed experimental technique, measure- 275

ments are carried out considering the container to be filled with 276

a liquid with well-known properties, i.e., distilled water. In the 277

simulations, the complex relative permittivity of distilled water 278

is approximated by the Debye model as a function of frequency 279

ε = ε′r − jε′′r = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞
1 + jωτ

(2)

where ε∞ = 4.6 is the optical permittivity at high frequencies, 280

εs = 78.3 is the static permittivity at low frequencies, and τ 281

= 8.07 ps is the electrical relaxation time [25]. Numerical and 282

experimental results are superimposed in Fig. 5 indicating quite 283

good agreement. 284

III. VALIDATION 285

Validation of the proposed design-and-testing methodology 286

is performed within the framework of a specific fabrication 287

process, as dictated by the available materials, assembling tools, 288

and technical expertise/experience. 289

A. Prototype Fabrication Approach 290

Standard 0.017-mm-thick electrodeposited copper foil covers 291

both sides of Rogers RO 3210. The sheets are etched using a 292

photolithographic process. The lower substrate layer contains 293
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Fig. 5. Results for the coaxial container filled with distilled water: (a) magni-
tude of S11 (|S11 |), (b) phase of S11 (wrapped), (c) magnitude of S21 (|S21 |),
and (d) phase of S21 (wrapped).

Fig. 6. Simulated and measured reflection coefficient frequency response of
the simplified and fabrication-specific antennas.

the ground plane and the lower patch, the upper substrate con-294

tains the upper patch, and the superstrate has no metallization.295

Sprayable glue 3M 77 is used to bond the three layers (εr = 2),296

which is found to exhibit an average thickness of 0.3 mm for297

the specific fabrication process. The antenna is fed through a298

50-mmlong EZ-47 semirigid coaxial cable.299

B. Validation300

1) Fabrication-Specific Antenna: Metallization (hm ), glu-301

ing (εrg , hg ,), and feeding (coaxial type, L) variables are set302

to the values imposed by the available fabrication approach,303

while the Rp and xij variables are optimized accordingly. Pa-304

rameter values shown in Table II under “fabrication-specific”305

are found to tune the fabrication-specific antenna at 402 MHz306

with a wide 10-dB bandwidth (defined at | S11 | < –10 dB)307

of 44 MHz covering the MICS band. Radii of the patches and308

meander lengths are significantly increased as compared to the309

simplified antenna. The aim is to counteract the increase in res-310

onance frequency imposed by the low-permittivity glue layers.311

The simulated reflection coefficient frequency responses of the312

simplified and fabrication-specific antennas are shown in Fig. 6.313

2) Sensitivity Tests: Sensitivity test results related to antenna314

design and experimental phantom uncertainties are indicated in315

Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Only the antenna or phantom parame-316

ter under investigation is considered variable in each case, while317

all other parameters are kept constant and equal to those of the318

fabrication-specific antenna design (see Table II, fabrication-319

specific) and of the theoretical tissue model [see Fig. 1(a)].320

Fig. 7. Sensitivity test results (fres , |S11@ fres |) related to prototype antenna
parameters: (a) gluing (εr g , hg ), (b) antenna radius Rant , (c) rotation of the
lower ϕl and upper ϕu patches, and (d) permittivity of the Rogers 3210 dielectric
material, εr diel .

Fig. 8. Sensitivity test results (fres , |S11@ fres |) related to phantom parameters:
(a) permittivity εr liq and conductivity σ liq of the skin-emulating liquid and
(b) relative shift of the phantom from its original position (mx , my , mz ).

Resonance characteristics including the resonance frequency 321

fres and |S11@fres | are recorded, while the performance of the 322

fabrication-specific antenna is also shown for reference. Given 323

the fabrication approach described in Section III-A, the follow- 324

ing parameters are identified as potential sources of experimen- 325

tal uncertainties, and examined. 326

1) Gluing (εrg , hg ) [see Fig. 7(a)]. Air bubbles accumulating 327

within the glue prevent εrg from being accurately deter- 328

mined. Furthermore, the adopted layer bonding process 329

does not allow fine control of hg . This is impaired not 330

only by the glue itself, but also by the slight bump of the 331

microsolder near the coaxial cable and the shorting pin that 332

prevents perfect contact between the layers. Deviations of 333

±10% and 33% in εrg and hg are found to cause frequency 334

detunings by up to 1.7% and 6.2%, respectively; 335

2) Antenna radius Rant [see Fig. 7(b)]. Rogers 3210 requires 336

significant mechanical stress (vertical pressure and tor- 337

sion) for detaching the excess alignment material, thus 338

degrading accuracy of the cutting procedure. A 0.2-mm 339

increase in Rant detunes the antenna by 4.4%, whereas 340

a 0.1-mm decrease brings the copper patch sheets in di- 341

rect contact with the tissue, thus, significantly degrading 342

antenna resonance; 343

3) Relative rotation between the patches (indicated by the 344

rotation of the lower ϕl and upper ϕu patches around 345
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the z-axis) [see Fig. 7(c)]. Even though alignment marks346

are included in the photolithography masks, the alignment347

setup is relatively relaxed with respect to angular misalign-348

ment of the layers. Misalignment by 10◦ is found to cause349

a maximum frequency detuning of only 1.2%, thus, prov-350

ing to be of minor importance. This justifies our choice for351

a relatively flexible alignment approach, while indicating352

the potential of relaxing the complexity of the assembling353

setup in order to benefit the gluing process that has been354

shown to be very critical. Positive and negative rotation355

angles correspond to clockwise and counterclockwise ro-356

tation around the z-axis, respectively;357

4) Permittivity of the Rogers 3210 dielectric material, εrdiel358

[see Fig. 7(d)]. The typical value of the Rogers 3210 per-359

mittivity is defined to be 10.2 at 10 GHz under 23 ◦C.360

Frequency and temperature variations may slightly affect361

εrdiel and degrade antenna performance. However, sensi-362

tivity tests indicate minor effects in antenna resonance,363

variations of ±0.4 in εrdiel may lead to frequency detun-364

ings by up to only 1%;365

5) Permittivity εrliq and conductivity σliq of the skin-366

simulating liquid [see Fig. 8(a)]. Time and room tem-367

perature may perturb the properties of the mixture from368

their nominal values. Changes in εr liq and σliq by 15%369

are found to degrade antenna resonance by up to 1.2% and370

0.5%, respectively;371

6) Relative antenna-phantom position (indicated by the rel-372

ative shift of the phantom (mx , my , mz ) from its original373

location) [see Fig. 8(b)]. Since the antenna is manually374

positioned inside the phantom, slight deviations from the375

immersion scenario of Fig. 1(b) may occur. However, nu-376

merical results indicate insensitivity to antenna position-377

ing inside the phantom as long as it is surrounded by378

skin-tissue.379

3) In Vitro Testing: A skin-tissue-simulating liquid at380

402 MHz is prepared (56.18% sugar, 2.33% salt, and 41.48%381

distilled water [2]) and its electric properties are measured us-382

ing the technique described in Section II-D. Numerical and mea-383

sured results are shown in Fig. 9, indicating adequacy of the mix-384

ture for in vitro testing. Dispersive, frequency-dependent εr and385

σ values of the skin-simulating liquid are used in the simulations,386

as shown in Fig. 10(solid line) [2]. The εr and σ values of actual387

skin-tissue are also shown for reference (dotted line) [22].388

The prototype antenna is further built [see Fig. 11(a)], con-389

nected to a network analyzer, and immersed inside the liquid390

[see Fig. 11(b)]. The measured reflection coefficient frequency391

response is shown in Fig. 6 (dotted line). Good agreement exists392

between numerical and experimental results. A slight resonance393

shift of 10 MHz (2.5%) is observed, which lies within the uncer-394

tainty allowances imposed by the sensitivity tests. Nevertheless,395

both simulation and measurement have an |S11 |< –10 dB band-396

width which includes the MICS band.397

IV. PERFORMANCE INSIDE AN ANATOMICAL HEAD MODEL398

The proposed antenna model is finally evaluated within the399

scalp-implantation scenario of Fig. 1(b). The simplified antenna400

Fig. 9. Results for the coaxial container filled with skin-emulating liquid:
(a) magnitude of S11 (|S11 |), (b) phase of S11 (wrapped), (c) magnitude of S21
(|S21 |), and (d) phase of S21 (wrapped).

Fig. 10. Comparison of (a) permittivity εr and (b) conductivity σ of the
skin-emulating liquid with the actual values for skin-tissue.

Fig. 11. (a) Fabricated prototype antenna and (b) in vitro testing setup.

is considered to provide generic results independent of the fab- 401

rication procedure, and fine-tuning is performed (see Table II 402

under “head-tuned”) to achieve resonance in the MICS band 403

[see Fig. 12(a)]. Detuning issues for implantable antennas in- 404

side specific anatomical locations have been discussed by the 405

authors in [5], [17], and [26]. An infinitesimally thin wire and 406

a 50-Ω voltage source model the 50-Ω coaxial feed exciting 407

the antenna. The head-tuned antenna radiates an asymmetrical 408

far-field gain radiation pattern [see Fig. 12(b)], with a max- 409

imum gain of –37.10 dBi exhibited in the (θ, ϕ) = (110◦, 410

90◦) direction. Low-gain values are attributed to the small PIFA 411

size and high-tissue loss. Maximum 1-g-averaged (1-g-avg) and 412

10-g- averaged (10-g-avg) specific absorption rate (SAR) val- 413

ues equal 324.74 and 65.09 W/kg, respectively, for a net in- 414

put power of 1 W. The IEEE C95.1-1999 (1-g-avg SAR ≤ 415

1.6 W/kg) and C95.1-2005 (10-g-avg SAR ≤ 2 W/kg) safety 416

standards, thus, limit the maximum allowed net input power to 417

4.927 and 30.73 mW, respectively [27]. Local SAR distribution 418
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Fig. 12. (a) Reflection coefficient frequency response and (b) far-field gain
radiation pattern of the head-tuned antenna implanted inside the anatomical
head model [see Fig. 1(b)].

Fig. 13. Local SAR distribution in the (a) yz, (b) xy, and (c) zx slices of the
anatomical head model [see Fig. 1(b)] where maximum local SAR values have
been calculated (net input power = 4.927 mW).

considering a net-input power of 4.927 mW is shown in Fig. 13419

for the slices where maximum local SAR values have been420

recorded.Q1 421

V. CONCLUSION422

We proposed a parametric model of a skin-implantable minia-423

ture PIFA for biotelemetry in the MICS band, and suggested a424

novel design-and-testing methodology for implantable antennas425

that incorporates gluing, metallization, and feeding consider-426

ations into numerical design. A low-cost, transmission-based427

technique was also described for reliably measuring the elec-428

tric properties of liquids, without requiring specific commercial429

equipment.430

Validation was further performed within a specific miniature-431

antenna-oriented fabrication approach. Sensitivity tests related432

to antenna design and phantom parameters indicated uncertain-433

ties of 0.5–6.2% in the exhibited resonance frequency, while434

relative antenna positioning was shown to be of minor signifi-435

cance. A resonance shift of 2.5% was observed in experimental436

testing as compared to simulations, which was within the ex-437

pected uncertainty range.438

Antenna implantation inside an anatomical head model re-439

quired minor design modifications to refine tuning and exhibited440

an asymmetrical, low-gain (less than –37.10 dB) radiation pat-441

tern. Maximum net-input power levels of 4.927 and 30.73 mW442

were found to guarantee conformance with the IEEE C95.1-443

1999 and C95.1-2005 safety standards.444
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Abstract—We address numerical versus experimental design5
and testing of miniature implantable antennas for biomedical6
telemetry in the medical implant communications service band7
(402–405 MHz). A model of a novel miniature antenna is initially8
proposed for skin implantation, which includes varying parame-9
ters to deal with fabrication-specific details. An iterative design-10
and-testing methodology is further suggested to determine the pa-11
rameter values that minimize deviations between numerical and12
experimental results. To assist in vitro testing, a low-cost technique13
is proposed for reliably measuring the electric properties of liquids14
without requiring commercial equipment. Validation is performed15
within a specific prototype fabrication/testing approach for minia-16
ture antennas. To speed up design while providing an antenna for17
generic skin implantation, investigations are performed inside a18
canonical skin-tissue model. Resonance, radiation, and safety per-19
formance of the proposed antenna is finally evaluated inside an20
anatomical head model. This study provides valuable insight into21
the design of implantable antennas, assessing the significance of22
fabrication-specific details in numerical simulations and uncer-23
tainties in experimental testing for miniature structures. The pro-24
posed methodology can be applied to optimize antennas for several25
fabrication/testing approaches and biotelemetry applications.26

Index Terms—Biomedical telemetry, dielectric measurements,27
implantable antenna, in vitro, medical implant communications28
service (MICS) band.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

W IRELESS antenna telemetry for implantable biomedi-31

cal devices is recently receiving considerable attention32

for diagnosis and therapy [1]–[5]. Bidirectional communication33

between the implanted device and exterior monitoring/control34
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equipment is most commonly performed in the medical implant 35

communications service (MICS) band (402–405 MHz), which 36

is regulated by the United States Federal Communications Com- 37

mission [6] and the European Radiocommunications Commit- 38

tee [7]. Patch designs are preferred for implant-integrated an- 39

tennas because of their flexibility in design, conformability, and 40

shape [8]. 41

Design of implantable patch antennas operating in the low- 42

frequency MICS band draws high-scientific interest to deal with 43

miniaturization. The aim is to decrease the antenna physical size, 44

while increasing its electrical size. Rectangular 10 240- and 45

5760-mm3 chest-implantable antennas have been reported [1], 46

which use the high-permittivity (εr = 10.2) Rogers 3210 di- 47

electric and apply a spiral radiator for size reduction. Addition 48

of a shorting pin, thus, conversion to a planar inverted-F an- 49

tenna (PIFA) acts like a ground plane on a monopole, and has 50

been found to shrink the volume of the aforementioned anten- 51

nas by 40% and 60%, respectively [1]. Other MICS implantable 52

antennas applying similar miniaturization techniques include a 53

3457-mm3 PIFA with a serpentine radiator built on MACOR 54

substrate (εr = 6.1) [8], and a 6480-mm3 antenna with a waffle- 55

type radiator built on silicon substrate (εr = 3.1) [9], both in- 56

tended for generic body implantation (2/3 human muscle proper- 57

ties used to represent average body properties). Multilayer struc- 58

tures including vertically stacked radiating patches increase the 59

length of the current flow and further assist in miniaturization. 60

Reported skin-implantable stacked PIFAs occupy miniaturized 61

volumes of 598 [10], 383 [11], 337 [12], and 32.7 mm3 [5], [13]. 62

Biocompatibility issues entail the use of a superstrate for all 63

structures, while gain degradation with size reduction must also 64

be considered. 65

Numerical models of implantable patch antennas proposed in 66

the literature are generally simplified; zero-thickness perfectly 67

conducting sheet model for the radiating and ground planes, 68

glue used to bond the layers together is not taken into account, 69

while ideal models of 50-Ω coaxial cables are used to feed the 70

structures. Most studies report reflection coefficient measure- 71

ments (e.g., [1], [2], [8]–[11]) without assessing the effect of 72

fabrication/testing details on the resonance of the simplified an- 73

tenna or discussing design refinements required to restore the 74

desired performance. Only influence of the feeding network has 75

been discussed for patch implantable antennas [14]; however, no 76

design modifications were suggested to overcome its effects in 77

antenna resonance. Preliminary investigations on metallization, 78

gluing, and feeding considerations in numerical design have 79

recently been reported for 3-D cylindrical antennas [15]. As 80

the antenna dimensions shrink, the effect of fabrication issues 81

becomes even more critical. 82

0018-9294/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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In this paper, the first challenge lies in proposing a novel83

design-and-testing methodology that optimizes the design of84

simplified implantable antennas to suit-specific prototype fabri-85

cation approaches. Antenna design is optimized based on quasi-86

Newton optimization [16] to address metallization, gluing, and87

feeding considerations, while sensitivity tests are performed to88

determine the maximum allowable deviations between numeri-89

cal and experimental results. A low-cost technique is further sug-90

gested for reliably measuring the electric properties of (tissue-91

simulating) liquids without the use of commercial equipment.92

The second challenge lies in dealing with prototype fabri-93

cation of miniature antennas for which tolerance to fabrication94

issues (e.g., soldering bumps, uncertainties in glue thickness and95

permittivity, etc.) is considered to be highly critical. A paramet-96

ric model of a novel miniature antenna is proposed for skin im-97

plantation, and the design-and-testing methodology is applied to98

optimally adjust it within a specific fabrication/testing approach,99

for validation purposes. To speed up design while providing an100

antenna model for generic skin implantation (e.g., inside the101

head, arm, and trunk for intracranial pressure, blood pressure,102

and glucose monitoring, respectively [17]), investigations are103

performed inside a canonical skin-tissue model. Antenna per-104

formance is finally evaluated inside an anatomical head model105

(e.g., pressure monitoring, brain wave sensing, stroke rehabili-106

tation, etc.).107

An attempt is, thus, made to gain valuable insight into pro-108

totype fabrication and testing considerations that need to be109

considered within simulations for miniature implantable patch110

antennas. Although skin implantation in the MICS band is em-111

phasized, the proposed methodology can easily be applied to112

optimize antennas for several other implantation scenarios and113

operation frequencies [18], [19]. This paper is organized as fol-114

lows. Section II describes the proposed methods and models.115

Validation is performed in Section III. Numerical results inside116

an anatomical head model are presented in Section IV. This117

paper concludes in Section V.118

II. MODELS AND METHODS119

A. Tissue Models and Numerical Methods120

To speed up simulations while providing a generic skin-121

implantable antenna, design, and testing are performed inside122

a canonical skin-tissue model [see Fig. 1(a)] [5], [17]. The di-123

mensions are those of a typical semifilled plastic drinking glass,124

while the antenna is considered to be immersed by 2 cm. An-125

tenna resonance has been found to be almost insensitive to the126

shape of the tissue model, as long as it is surrounded by skin-127

tissue. Finite element (FE) simulations are carried out using128

the commercial software Ansoft HFSS [20]. The FE solver per-129

forms iterative tetrahedron-meshing refinement automatically130

with the mesh being perturbed by 30% between each pass. The131

mesh refinement procedure stops when the maximum change132

in the reflection coefficient magnitude (|S11 |) between two con-133

secutive passes is less than 0.02 or when the number of passes134

exceeds 10.135

Performance of the antenna is further examined inside a 13-136

tissue (see Table I) anatomical head model [see Fig. 1(b)] [5].137

Fig. 1. Tissue models: (a) typical semi-filled plastic drinking glass and
(b) 13-tissue anatomical human head.

TABLE I
TISSUE ELECTRIC PROPERTIES AT 402 MHZ AND MASS DENSITIES

The antenna is implanted 3.6 mm under the skin, with its ground 138

plane being placed in parallel with the horizontal plane of the 139

head model. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations 140

are carried out in Remcom XFDTD [21], which enables efficient 141

modeling of anatomical body parts. The antenna and anatomi- 142

cal head are modeled in 0.1- and 3.66-mm3 cells. Cells of 5 mm 143

in edge Δx model free space so as to meet the FDTD spatial 144

step constraint (Δx < λmin /10), where λmin indicates the wave- 145

length of the highest frequency of interest) for the simulation 146

set up under consideration. This sets the maximum simulation 147

frequency fmax to 6 GHz (fmax < c/(10Δx), where c is the speed 148

of light, and the time step Δt to 9.622 ps (Δt = Δx/c
√

3), as 149

referenced to free space. Meshing is adaptive to avoid abrupt 150

transitions. A sinusoidal and a Gaussian source (pulse width of 151

32 time steps) are used in the single-frequency and broadband 152

simulations. Calculations continue up to a 30-dB convergence. 153

Absorbing boundaries are set λ0 /4 (λ0 is the free-space wave- 154

length, f0 = 402 MHz) away from all simulation setups in order 155

to extend radiation infinitely far, while guaranteeing stability of 156

the numerical calculations [20], [21]. Tissue electric properties 157

at 402 MHz are considered (see Table I [22]), and approximated 158

as constant inside the 300–500-MHz frequency range [5]. Tissue 159

mass densities are also provided in Table I. 160

B. Parametric Antenna Model 161

A parametric model of a miniature stacked PIFA is proposed 162

for skin implantation, as shown in Fig. 2. 163

Corresponding dimensions are indicated in Table II for a sim- 164

plified antenna (simplified), an optimized antenna considering 165
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Fig. 2. Proposed parametric antenna model: (a) ground plane, (b) lower patch,
(c) upper patch, and (d) side view.

TABLE II
VARIABLE VALUES OF THE PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED AND FABRICATION-SPECIFIC

ANTENNAS (IN mm)

specific fabrication issues (fabrication specific), and a fine-tuned166

version of the simplified antenna inside the anatomical head167

model of Fig. 1(b) (head-tuned). Circular shape is chosen to168

avoid sharp edges, while the origin of the coordinate system is169

considered to be located at the center of the PIFA ground plane.170

The model consists of a 6-mm radius ground plane and two171

Rp -radius vertically stacked, meandered patches. Copper sheets172

with a thickness of hm are considered for the ground, lower, and173

upper patches. Both patches are fed by an L-length, 50-Ω coaxial174

cable (F: x = 0 mm, y = 4 mm), and radiate. Each one is printed175

on a 0.635-mm substrate (lower/upper), while a 0.635-mm su-176

perstrate covers the structure to preserve its biocompatibility and177

robustness. Rogers RO 3210 (εr = 10.2, tanδ = 0.003), which178

has long been used in implantable antennas [1], [2], [10]–[12]179

is chosen as the dielectric material. Glue layers (εr = εrg ) with180

a thickness of hg bond the dielectric layers together. Meanders181

are equidistant by 1 mm, and their lengths are denoted by the182

x coordinate xij , where the subscripts {ij: i = A–F, and j =183

L, U} identify the meander in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Their width is184

designed to be small (0.4 mm) so as to maximize the area of the185

patch for radiation. A 0.3-mm radius shorting pin (S: x = 1 mm,186

TABLE III
EFFECT OF METALLIZATION, GLUING, AND FEEDING ON THE RESONANCE

OF THE PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED ANTENNA

y = –4 mm) connects the ground plane with the lower patch for 187

further miniaturization. 188

The simplified version of the parametric antenna model ex- 189

hibits zero thickness, perfect electric ground- and patch-planes, 190

ignores the presence of glue, and is fed by a simplified L = 1 mm, 191

50-Ω coaxial cable (inner and outer conductors modeled as a 192

perfect conductor cylinder and a zero-thickness perfect conduct- 193

ing sheet, respectively). Variable values shown in Table II under 194

“simplified” are found to achieve a reflection coefficient magni- 195

tude (|S11 |) of better than –25 dB in the MICS band. The effects 196

of metallization hm , gluing (εrg , hg ,) and feeding (coax type, L) 197

are shown in Table III. Resonance characteristics are recorded, 198

i.e., the exhibited resonance frequency fr es and |S11@fres |. Glu- 199

ing is found to be the most critical factor; low-permittivity glue 200

layers isolate the high-permittivity substrate layers, thus de- 201

creasing the effective dielectric constant and electrical length of 202

the antenna, while increasing its resonance frequency. 203

In a realistic prototype fabrication scenario, the metallization 204

hm , gluing (εrg , hg ,), and feeding (coax type, L) variables are set 205

by the fabrication approach under consideration. Tuning the Rp 206

and xij variables alters the effective dimensions of the antenna 207

and helps achieve the desired resonance characteristics [23]. 208

C. Design-and-Testing Methodology 209

An iterative design-and-testing methodology is proposed for 210

implantable antennas, as summarized in Fig. 3. The basic idea 211

is to optimize numerical antenna design for a specific prototype 212

fabrication procedure and in vitro testing setup. 213

The simplified version of the parametric antenna model is 214

initially optimized to address fabrication limitations and obtain 215

the fabrication-specific antenna. Metallization (hm ), gluing (εrg , 216

hg ), and feeding (coax type, L) variables are set to the values 217

specified by the fabrication approach under consideration. The 218

rest of the variables (Rp , xij ) are considered as dimensions in 219

the solution space and are optimized based on quasi-Newton 220

optimization [16]. These are initialized to the values of the 221

simplified antenna and vary within the range [5 mm, 5.9 mm] 222

(Rp ) and [–(Rp – 0.3 mm), (Rp – 0.3 mm)] (xij ). The minimum 223

and maximum step values are set to 0.1 and 0.4 mm, respectively. 224

The cost function is defined as the magnitude of the reflection 225
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Fig. 3. Proposed design-and-testing methodology for implantable antennas.

coefficient at the desired resonance frequency of 402 MHz226

cost = |S11@402 MHz |. (1)

Since the goal is to improve antenna resonance around 402 MHz,227

without aimlessly delaying design, the optimization process ter-228

minates when (1) is minimized, or when the number of iterations229

exceeds 300.230

Numerical sensitivity tests are subsequently performed in or-231

der to assess that may be introduced within the in vitro testing232

of the fabrication-specific antenna. The effect of minor modi-233

fications in the most sensitive antenna design and testing pa-234

rameters is examined, as imposed by the fabrication approach235

and measurement setup under consideration. Once the proto-236

type antenna is fabricated and tested, sensitivity tests determine237

the maximum allowable deviation between numerical and ex-238

perimental results, and the potential need for further refinement239

in numerical antenna design. Deviations within the acceptable240

limits mean that the final prototype antenna has been obtained.241

D. Measurement of the Electric Properties of Liquids242

In vitro testing of implantable antennas inside tissue-243

simulating liquids requires experimental measurement of the244

exhibited electric properties (εr , σ) to ensure conformance245

with the numerical values [22]. There exist commercial com-246

plex permittivity measurement systems (e.g., Agilent Technolo-247

gies 85071E); however, alternative approaches are solicited for248

laboratories that are not equipped with such systems. A novel249

low-cost and reliable complex permittivity measurement tech-250

nique is hereafter described and evaluated. To enhance confi-251

dence in measurements, the technique is both reflection- and252

Fig. 4. (a) Coaxial container for complex permittivity measurement of liquid
materials and (b) numerical model.

transmission-based rather than solely reflection-based, as is the 253

usually reported case (e.g., [24] and [25]). 254

The measurement setup consists of a parallelepiped container 255

intercepted by the inner conductor of a coaxial cable, as shown 256

in Fig. 4(a). The arrangement corresponds to a coaxial con- 257

tainer that can be filled with any liquid dielectric material. Its 258

dimensions (exterior container of 52 mm × 32 mm × 32.2 mm, 259

interior cavity of 40 mm × 20 mm × 20 mm) have been chosen 260

so as to place a resonance mode around the desired measuring 261

bandwidth of 300–500 MHz when filled with a high-permittivity 262

liquid. After closing the container lid, the structure represents 263

a transition between coaxial guides with a step characteristic 264

impedance discontinuity. The transfer function between the two 265

coaxial connectors outside the container depends upon the com- 266

plex permittivity of the container’s filling liquid. This can be 267

de-embedded by comparing the measured scattering-matrix (S- 268

matrix) with FE simulation results for the same structure. The 269

simulation model is shown in Fig. 4(b), and is fine-tuned through 270

experimental measurements for the empty (closed) container. In 271

the case of nonhomogeneous mixtures, the present approach 272

provides inherently an average permittivity value. The liquid is 273

assumed to fill the inner volume of the container completely. 274

To validate the proposed experimental technique, measure- 275

ments are carried out considering the container to be filled with 276

a liquid with well-known properties, i.e., distilled water. In the 277

simulations, the complex relative permittivity of distilled water 278

is approximated by the Debye model as a function of frequency 279

ε = ε′r − jε′′r = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞
1 + jωτ

(2)

where ε∞ = 4.6 is the optical permittivity at high frequencies, 280

εs = 78.3 is the static permittivity at low frequencies, and τ 281

= 8.07 ps is the electrical relaxation time [25]. Numerical and 282

experimental results are superimposed in Fig. 5 indicating quite 283

good agreement. 284

III. VALIDATION 285

Validation of the proposed design-and-testing methodology 286

is performed within the framework of a specific fabrication 287

process, as dictated by the available materials, assembling tools, 288

and technical expertise/experience. 289

A. Prototype Fabrication Approach 290

Standard 0.017-mm-thick electrodeposited copper foil covers 291

both sides of Rogers RO 3210. The sheets are etched using a 292

photolithographic process. The lower substrate layer contains 293
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Fig. 5. Results for the coaxial container filled with distilled water: (a) magni-
tude of S11 (|S11 |), (b) phase of S11 (wrapped), (c) magnitude of S21 (|S21 |),
and (d) phase of S21 (wrapped).

Fig. 6. Simulated and measured reflection coefficient frequency response of
the simplified and fabrication-specific antennas.

the ground plane and the lower patch, the upper substrate con-294

tains the upper patch, and the superstrate has no metallization.295

Sprayable glue 3M 77 is used to bond the three layers (εr = 2),296

which is found to exhibit an average thickness of 0.3 mm for297

the specific fabrication process. The antenna is fed through a298

50-mmlong EZ-47 semirigid coaxial cable.299

B. Validation300

1) Fabrication-Specific Antenna: Metallization (hm ), glu-301

ing (εrg , hg ,), and feeding (coaxial type, L) variables are set302

to the values imposed by the available fabrication approach,303

while the Rp and xij variables are optimized accordingly. Pa-304

rameter values shown in Table II under “fabrication-specific”305

are found to tune the fabrication-specific antenna at 402 MHz306

with a wide 10-dB bandwidth (defined at | S11 | < –10 dB)307

of 44 MHz covering the MICS band. Radii of the patches and308

meander lengths are significantly increased as compared to the309

simplified antenna. The aim is to counteract the increase in res-310

onance frequency imposed by the low-permittivity glue layers.311

The simulated reflection coefficient frequency responses of the312

simplified and fabrication-specific antennas are shown in Fig. 6.313

2) Sensitivity Tests: Sensitivity test results related to antenna314

design and experimental phantom uncertainties are indicated in315

Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Only the antenna or phantom parame-316

ter under investigation is considered variable in each case, while317

all other parameters are kept constant and equal to those of the318

fabrication-specific antenna design (see Table II, fabrication-319

specific) and of the theoretical tissue model [see Fig. 1(a)].320

Fig. 7. Sensitivity test results (fres , |S11@ fres |) related to prototype antenna
parameters: (a) gluing (εr g , hg ), (b) antenna radius Rant , (c) rotation of the
lower ϕl and upper ϕu patches, and (d) permittivity of the Rogers 3210 dielectric
material, εr diel .

Fig. 8. Sensitivity test results (fres , |S11@ fres |) related to phantom parameters:
(a) permittivity εr liq and conductivity σ liq of the skin-emulating liquid and
(b) relative shift of the phantom from its original position (mx , my , mz ).

Resonance characteristics including the resonance frequency 321

fres and |S11@fres | are recorded, while the performance of the 322

fabrication-specific antenna is also shown for reference. Given 323

the fabrication approach described in Section III-A, the follow- 324

ing parameters are identified as potential sources of experimen- 325

tal uncertainties, and examined. 326

1) Gluing (εrg , hg ) [see Fig. 7(a)]. Air bubbles accumulating 327

within the glue prevent εrg from being accurately deter- 328

mined. Furthermore, the adopted layer bonding process 329

does not allow fine control of hg . This is impaired not 330

only by the glue itself, but also by the slight bump of the 331

microsolder near the coaxial cable and the shorting pin that 332

prevents perfect contact between the layers. Deviations of 333

±10% and 33% in εrg and hg are found to cause frequency 334

detunings by up to 1.7% and 6.2%, respectively; 335

2) Antenna radius Rant [see Fig. 7(b)]. Rogers 3210 requires 336

significant mechanical stress (vertical pressure and tor- 337

sion) for detaching the excess alignment material, thus 338

degrading accuracy of the cutting procedure. A 0.2-mm 339

increase in Rant detunes the antenna by 4.4%, whereas 340

a 0.1-mm decrease brings the copper patch sheets in di- 341

rect contact with the tissue, thus, significantly degrading 342

antenna resonance; 343

3) Relative rotation between the patches (indicated by the 344

rotation of the lower ϕl and upper ϕu patches around 345
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the z-axis) [see Fig. 7(c)]. Even though alignment marks346

are included in the photolithography masks, the alignment347

setup is relatively relaxed with respect to angular misalign-348

ment of the layers. Misalignment by 10◦ is found to cause349

a maximum frequency detuning of only 1.2%, thus, prov-350

ing to be of minor importance. This justifies our choice for351

a relatively flexible alignment approach, while indicating352

the potential of relaxing the complexity of the assembling353

setup in order to benefit the gluing process that has been354

shown to be very critical. Positive and negative rotation355

angles correspond to clockwise and counterclockwise ro-356

tation around the z-axis, respectively;357

4) Permittivity of the Rogers 3210 dielectric material, εrdiel358

[see Fig. 7(d)]. The typical value of the Rogers 3210 per-359

mittivity is defined to be 10.2 at 10 GHz under 23 ◦C.360

Frequency and temperature variations may slightly affect361

εrdiel and degrade antenna performance. However, sensi-362

tivity tests indicate minor effects in antenna resonance,363

variations of ±0.4 in εrdiel may lead to frequency detun-364

ings by up to only 1%;365

5) Permittivity εrliq and conductivity σliq of the skin-366

simulating liquid [see Fig. 8(a)]. Time and room tem-367

perature may perturb the properties of the mixture from368

their nominal values. Changes in εr liq and σliq by 15%369

are found to degrade antenna resonance by up to 1.2% and370

0.5%, respectively;371

6) Relative antenna-phantom position (indicated by the rel-372

ative shift of the phantom (mx , my , mz ) from its original373

location) [see Fig. 8(b)]. Since the antenna is manually374

positioned inside the phantom, slight deviations from the375

immersion scenario of Fig. 1(b) may occur. However, nu-376

merical results indicate insensitivity to antenna position-377

ing inside the phantom as long as it is surrounded by378

skin-tissue.379

3) In Vitro Testing: A skin-tissue-simulating liquid at380

402 MHz is prepared (56.18% sugar, 2.33% salt, and 41.48%381

distilled water [2]) and its electric properties are measured us-382

ing the technique described in Section II-D. Numerical and mea-383

sured results are shown in Fig. 9, indicating adequacy of the mix-384

ture for in vitro testing. Dispersive, frequency-dependent εr and385

σ values of the skin-simulating liquid are used in the simulations,386

as shown in Fig. 10(solid line) [2]. The εr and σ values of actual387

skin-tissue are also shown for reference (dotted line) [22].388

The prototype antenna is further built [see Fig. 11(a)], con-389

nected to a network analyzer, and immersed inside the liquid390

[see Fig. 11(b)]. The measured reflection coefficient frequency391

response is shown in Fig. 6 (dotted line). Good agreement exists392

between numerical and experimental results. A slight resonance393

shift of 10 MHz (2.5%) is observed, which lies within the uncer-394

tainty allowances imposed by the sensitivity tests. Nevertheless,395

both simulation and measurement have an |S11 |< –10 dB band-396

width which includes the MICS band.397

IV. PERFORMANCE INSIDE AN ANATOMICAL HEAD MODEL398

The proposed antenna model is finally evaluated within the399

scalp-implantation scenario of Fig. 1(b). The simplified antenna400

Fig. 9. Results for the coaxial container filled with skin-emulating liquid:
(a) magnitude of S11 (|S11 |), (b) phase of S11 (wrapped), (c) magnitude of S21
(|S21 |), and (d) phase of S21 (wrapped).

Fig. 10. Comparison of (a) permittivity εr and (b) conductivity σ of the
skin-emulating liquid with the actual values for skin-tissue.

Fig. 11. (a) Fabricated prototype antenna and (b) in vitro testing setup.

is considered to provide generic results independent of the fab- 401

rication procedure, and fine-tuning is performed (see Table II 402

under “head-tuned”) to achieve resonance in the MICS band 403

[see Fig. 12(a)]. Detuning issues for implantable antennas in- 404

side specific anatomical locations have been discussed by the 405

authors in [5], [17], and [26]. An infinitesimally thin wire and 406

a 50-Ω voltage source model the 50-Ω coaxial feed exciting 407

the antenna. The head-tuned antenna radiates an asymmetrical 408

far-field gain radiation pattern [see Fig. 12(b)], with a max- 409

imum gain of –37.10 dBi exhibited in the (θ, ϕ) = (110◦, 410

90◦) direction. Low-gain values are attributed to the small PIFA 411

size and high-tissue loss. Maximum 1-g-averaged (1-g-avg) and 412

10-g- averaged (10-g-avg) specific absorption rate (SAR) val- 413

ues equal 324.74 and 65.09 W/kg, respectively, for a net in- 414

put power of 1 W. The IEEE C95.1-1999 (1-g-avg SAR ≤ 415

1.6 W/kg) and C95.1-2005 (10-g-avg SAR ≤ 2 W/kg) safety 416

standards, thus, limit the maximum allowed net input power to 417

4.927 and 30.73 mW, respectively [27]. Local SAR distribution 418
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Fig. 12. (a) Reflection coefficient frequency response and (b) far-field gain
radiation pattern of the head-tuned antenna implanted inside the anatomical
head model [see Fig. 1(b)].

Fig. 13. Local SAR distribution in the (a) yz, (b) xy, and (c) zx slices of the
anatomical head model [see Fig. 1(b)] where maximum local SAR values have
been calculated (net input power = 4.927 mW).

considering a net-input power of 4.927 mW is shown in Fig. 13419

for the slices where maximum local SAR values have been420

recorded.Q1 421

V. CONCLUSION422

We proposed a parametric model of a skin-implantable minia-423

ture PIFA for biotelemetry in the MICS band, and suggested a424

novel design-and-testing methodology for implantable antennas425

that incorporates gluing, metallization, and feeding consider-426

ations into numerical design. A low-cost, transmission-based427

technique was also described for reliably measuring the elec-428

tric properties of liquids, without requiring specific commercial429

equipment.430

Validation was further performed within a specific miniature-431

antenna-oriented fabrication approach. Sensitivity tests related432

to antenna design and phantom parameters indicated uncertain-433

ties of 0.5–6.2% in the exhibited resonance frequency, while434

relative antenna positioning was shown to be of minor signifi-435

cance. A resonance shift of 2.5% was observed in experimental436

testing as compared to simulations, which was within the ex-437

pected uncertainty range.438

Antenna implantation inside an anatomical head model re-439

quired minor design modifications to refine tuning and exhibited440

an asymmetrical, low-gain (less than –37.10 dB) radiation pat-441

tern. Maximum net-input power levels of 4.927 and 30.73 mW442

were found to guarantee conformance with the IEEE C95.1-443

1999 and C95.1-2005 safety standards.444
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